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Manitou Matters

Greetings from our Mayor

I’m sitting at my very old computer thinking over
the past year and thinking Wow! Manitou Beach
has accomplished so much in spite of what this
crazy world has thrown at us. In the early
months of 2020 we heard about the corona virus, and then in March it was called Covid 19.
The Rec Board held a mingle on Sunday March
15th, and on Monday the 16th we were locked
down. Our community rallied, delivering groceries, calling neighbors, and basically taking care
of each other! That’s what the community of
Manitou Beach does. That’s the reason I am so
proud to say I live at Manitou Beach!
Move to spring and summer. We were a busy
happening place. Little Manitou Lake attracted
many visitors again this year. As stewards of
this natural resource many residents shifted our
summer beach time to the more spacious weekdays so the weekends could accommodate
those who had to travel for this experience.
Our walking trails were being utilized and the
Drive-in took on a new look with classic shows,
and food delivery to our cars. Our business
community reopened with new guidelines and
faced challenging times. We were NOT business as usual, but we were doing business!
The August 29th Civic Election brought our Village a completely new slate of Councilors and
myself as the Mayor. September 14th we were
sworn in and got right down to business. These
4 men, Vince, Bill, Mike and Robb are a group
of men with whom I am thrilled to be doing our
community’s work. Our social lives have taken a
back seat in the past weeks to allow us the time

we needed to deal with important issues. We
thank our partners and other family members for
their patience.
We thank our community for having faith in us!
A recent snow storm tested our abilities. We
passed with flying colours! Yes I know some of
us were stuck and others had to move a ridge in
front of their homes more than a few times, but
we had an unprecedented amount of snow and
within 48 hours of the storm, everyone with
snow tires was moving!! A big Hurrah to our
staff and volunteers for their quick response.
Our community volunteers have been active.
Thank-you to all our helpers!
Now we have a social restriction of 5 persons.
Christmas 2020 is taking on a very different
look. Please keep in touch with your neighbors,
reach out in different ways, continue in ways our
community thrives! Help, care, and share!!
From the Resort Village of Manitou Beach
Mayor, council, and staff we all wish you a safe
and healthy Christmas season!
2020 will soon be a dream, and 2021 will be
wonderful!! ......................................... Poppy!

The Manitou Beach Team
Mayor: Poppy Petersen
Councilors: Vince Armstong
Mike Hayward
Bill Mattick
Robb LaRochelle
Administrator: Elise Dale
On call: Gwen Murray
Foreman: Lindsay Whitfield
Maintenance: Bryan Marciszyn
Fran Potts
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Staffing

Chainsaw Carving Committee Update

Nov 6 was Bev Lairds last

The newly formed Chainsaw Carving Committee has met sev-

day as CAO of Manitou

eral times this fall & we’re planing a carving event for Aug 12-

Beach. We wish her all the

15,2021 (fingers crossed)!!

best.

We’ve come up with a new

Elise Dale is our acting ad-

format for the event. We’ll be

ministrator. We’d like to

expanding or deleting some

thank Gwen Murray for help-

parts of the event & adding

ing out in the office while the

some new stuff as well! We

transition was being made.

will have a brand-new spon-

The maintenance staff remains the same with Lindsey

sorship program with incentives for participating.

Whitfield, Bryan Marcysyn

The biggest decision we’ve

and Fran Potts.

made is that we will be auctioning 5 carvings in the

Carving placed on Elizabeth Ave.

Office Hours

spring of 2021. We will be doing so in an online auction with an

These are the new office un-

auction company. We will keep you all informed ahead of time,

til notice in Spring: Mon-Fri

so keep your bidding hand ready!!

9:00-3:00 open over lunch
hour. Maintenance Staff is
from 8:00-4:30

The committee has also taken on the repair and maintenance of
the carvings within the village. Several will be worked on over
the winter & several got moved out of the event plaza and
placed within the village.

Flushing
The maintenance staff has
another reminder of toilet
practices that shouldn’t happen. People are flushing
masks down the drain and it
is causing a problem.

We have lots of ideas
and lots of work to do.
Anyone with any ideas
??? Give us a shout!
We’ll give an update in
the new year!

............... Lori G.
Carving placed on Lake Ave.
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Across
4. fairies live in this beautiful park
7. bi-annual chainsaw carving event
9. even a goat can do this, they say
10. tiny creatures living in the lake
11. the beach celebrated this last year
12. breakfast food served on Sundays during summer
13. art piece by Baschak, Gaudet, and Thibault
Down
1. springy material under the floor at Danceland
2. popular outdoor winter activity
3. musical band with an album all about Manitou Beach
5. how the lake water tastes
6. neighbouring town
8. Spirit of Manitou, artists and artwork weekend

…. Fiona W.
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How to engage council (part 2)

Council Meeting Dates

In the November issue it was illustrated that an

Council Meetings are now at 3:30 in the Hall.
At the printing of this newsletter, Covid is an
issue so if you want to be in attendance in
the gallery, please check first with the office.
Nov. 30 Dec 14
Jan 11 + 25 Feb. 8+22
Mar 8+22 April 12+26

email to a councillor is simply correspondence of
an opinion or perhaps requesting assistance in
how to pursue an issue. If an outcome is required,
contact the office at manbe@sasktel.net or 306946-2831 and make a submission as new business. It is a very good idea to include a map, site
plan, pictures, and detailed text - whatever you
think will assist council in navigating your request
with the best information. Sometimes examples
from other communities are submitted as support.
And don’t forget you need to submit your request
one week before the following council meeting so
materials can me prepared and sent to council. If
you are asking to attend the meeting as a delegate, you will be given a max of 5 minutes to
speak to your issue. If you are a group, only one
person is to speak for the group and you may
speak again only if council has questions. This is
laid out in provincial legislation-it’s the same in all

Community Plan
The community plan team has begun the work
of addressing the needs of our community assets. As a committee they are analyzing what
can or should be done to improve the maintenance and growth of our public spaces. This
process will take more than a year so they are
prioritizing the first selection of assets such as
accessing the lake, Wellington Park, Uhman
Park, Walking Trails, The drive in, Greening
space, among others. The public will be invited to view the proposals this group has created so the public too may give input on these
developments. This will happen in the spring.

municipalities.

Water Plant loonies

Our democratic role only begins with voting. We

For those regulars who use the bulk water or

need to be an informed and engaged electorate.

truck fill at the water plant this will not come as

Council meetings are archived for your conven-

a surprise, but for those who do not, it is im-

ience of listening schedule. Tune in and listen to

portant to know that the machine only takes

council business. You can fast forward the mate-

loonies from 2012 or earlier. Apparently, there

rial that may not interest you. Let your thoughts be

is a weight differential and newer loonies pass

known to council. Council is interested in your well

right through. If supply is a problem, the

constructed ideas. This can be an email to council

proper loonies can be exchanged or pur-

or general correspondence which will become

chased at the office.

public.
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Rec Board Update
Ski Trails
Ski trails are groomed in the Regional Park Campground and on the golf course. The campground
trails start near the Village Hall where parking is preferred. Many of them are doubled {side by side}
and follow the open road areas in the
campground.
The ski trails on the Golf course follow the same
track as in past years. It basically follows the outer
perimeter of the course being careful not to cross
Locals hosting guests with ski rentals

any greens. It is doubled for much of the way. There

is a shorter loop on the inner part of the course. Both the larger and smaller loops start and end in the
same location - just west of the Clubhouse.

Trails are groomed as soon as possible after a
snow or storm event by Rec Board volunteers.

Pond
We have an improved skating surface on the
pond at the south end or top of Jean street. We
have a large skating area, a tots smaller area

Rec Board volunteers flooding the pond.
Thanks to: Mike, Cory, Heather, Scott, and Sherwin

and a crockicurl sheet. Picnic tables and a firepit ring are there for everyone to use. Many thanks to
the folks who assisted in clearing and surface flooding the rough natural ice that is now 6 inches thick
and very suitable for skating. Snow clearing is done by volunteers.

Equipment Rentals
Rec Board has skis equipment, snowshoes, and skates available for rent at Little Manitou Art Gallery

Walking Trails
Wilderness Walking trails are being packed at the West end of
the village. Some of our in-Village trails are also being "packed"
to allow for easier travel for our " mature" citizens. LOL
Remember--- Walking trails are for walks , ski trails are for skis !!
Action on the pond!

............................................ Sherwin P., Rec Board Chairman
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Q and A with Manitou Matters and
David Schleich.!
MM - What are the poetry boxes?
DS- They are posts with a beautiful display box
on top into which poems are posted every 3-4
weeks for the pleasure of those who find poetry
an interest. It’s not advertising. Lol
MM- Where are they located?
DS- There are three locations. One is at the com-

Sign up to receive ebills

munity hall, another in Wellington near the laby-

Have you signed up for billing for your utility

rinth and the third is in the front yard of our home

bill? Contact the office to do so and save a

and facility manitou waters.

few bucks.

MM- Are you looking for public engagement?
DS- Yes, this is a medium for sharing poetry.

Sign up to receive this newsletter?

Manitou Beach residents and visitors who would

There is a form to sign up for the newsletter

wish to contribute could forward their submission

too. You must give us permission to send the

to me at dschleich@gmail.com

newsletter and other communication from the

MM- What has your feedback been?

office because of privacy laws. This form is on

DS- Very positive. Comments like I really enjoyed
Helen’s poem or Darryl’s poem while walking out
in nature. I’ve strived to keep the quality high.

the website in the quick link to forms.

Bouquet
Thanks to Lindsay and Fran for their hard work
removing snow after the worst dump in 13
years. They got some help on the second day
from Melron. (Meanwhile Saskatoon is still
digging out.)

Poetry Box in Wellington
featuring local writers.!
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Making Manitou Home
Nisha and her husband, Mandy, are glad to be residents of Manitou Beach. They've come a long
way to be here. Mandy first arrived in Canada in 2007, and worked front-of-house in restaurants
around Alberta and Saskatchewan, while Nisha and their two sons remained back home in India. It
was difficult for the family to be separated by so much distance, but they stayed in close contact as
much as possible.
Finally after nine long years, Nisha and their sons were able to join Mandy in Canada. They arrived
in December just in time to experience their first Canadian winter! A few months later in May 2017,
the family moved to Manitou Beach together. They have settled into their life here, bought a home,
and both Mandy and Nisha work full-time in the village. Their older son lives in Humboldt and their
younger son lives with them at the Beach.
Mandy likes Manitou Beach because it has similarities to his small hometown in northern India: a natural landscape of hills and water, a small peaceful community, and friendly people. It is also pretty
awesome that their commute to work consists of a pleasant two minute walk down the street. Most
importantly, they are able to be together as a family. They especially appreciate the ease of living in
Manitou Beach during the coronavirus pandemic. Plus, the traditional herbs and spices in their delicious Indian chai tea helps keep their immune systems strong and healthy.
The latest addition to their family is a small puppy named "Buddy" who is full of attitude, so he fits in
perfectly like a third son. ................................................................................................ Fiona W.

Don"t Forget Your Taxes
A friendly reminder that taxes are coming due.
Property taxes need to be paid before December
31st. If you miss this deadline an instant 15% is
added until taxes are levied again. So if you owe
1000$ and miss the deadline your bill will now be
1150$ until taxes are levied again later in the year.
Payment options are cash, cheque, debit, and

Christmas Lights are up! Thanks Weber Tree Service.

online through your bank.
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2020 High School Grads in Manitou
"I would like to start off by saying that this was the

at one of my classmate/friend face as she was cry-

school year that none of high school kids including

ing because she had a feeling that our grad will

me have ever expected. My last year of high

get cancelled and we might not even return to

school was extremely short because of the pan-

school again. Last year of high school is some-

demic and regardless of online studies the actual

thing that you want to be memorial but in my situa-

fun of being in class in person with teachers and

tion it was cut down short and it's sad. I am cur-

kids just wasn't there. Every single kid in my class

rently trying to figure out the purpose of my life be-

was excited for the grad and what type of casuals

cause I don't want to make a career decision that I

they would be wearing but then COVID-19 came

won't like." ........................................ Utkarsh

and our grad was postponed till September and I
am a lot thankful that it did took place but it wasn't
organized and didn't went in the traditional way
like it always did in past and I didn't liked it at all. I
remember in march when our premier Scott Moe
made an announcement that the school would be
closing down immediately all the kids started to
pack their stuffs and leave and I remember looking

"Despite the hardships quarantine has created,
graduating and living in this time has been instrumental in learning to be independant. Right now
I'm living in student dorms, studying computer systems technology at BCIT in Burnaby BC. I have no
doubt that once this pandemic is over, I will find life
easy in comparison!" ............................. Kaleb

Donation receipts
Each year I make a donation to the Rec Board and to the golf course through the office and receive an
income tax receipt. Perhaps residents receiving the newsletter are not aware that the village can issue
Tax Receipts for donations that fall under the umbrella of the Resort Village. A memorial donation is another idea, honouring those residents or family members no longer with us. We lost a summer resident
this fall and the family wished to have donations to Camp Easter Seal in lieu of donations.
Yes Covid has depleted income this year for many residents. As well, the Recreation Board has not
been able to raise funds in their past traditional ways. Residents may be looking for local charitable deductions for their income tax plus contributing to the enhancement of the beach. Don’t forget Communities in Bloom as well.
I truly enjoyed the informative newsletter. It is well written, so informative, answered many of my questions and a joy to read which makes me proud of the community. ........................... Thanks, Ardell CK
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1st Annual
Manitou Beach
Festival of Lights
Let’s light up our Beach community
for the season.
Prizes for the most original
and decorated homes.
Let’s bring on the lights and celebrate our
community as we end 2020.
1st Prize: Mayor and Council Prize, gift basket
2nd Prize: Gift Basket from Manitou Beach
businesses
Honourable Mention: Gift Basket from
Manitou Beach businesses

Judging will take place the evening of
December 20th and winners will be announced
on the village website:
https://manitoubeach.ca

There will be prize winner signs made available for
the best displays.
For more information, call Sussanna Czeranko at
306-946-4267 for details.
sponsored by the Rec Board of Manitou Beach
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Oasis Development Update
Health Haven Holdings hosted an informational
meeting October 28, 2020 at Danceland to provide up-to-date information on the proposed Oasis Village at Manitou Beach, which will be
comprised of approximately 50 independent living units, 15 supportive living units and a health
and wellness center. The project is to be located
on land purchased at the top of the hill between
John Street and Hayter Street.
Lionel Sproule, Master of Ceremonies for the
evening introduced Michael Byrne of Health haven Holdings, Vivienne Hauck, recently retired
CEO of LutherCare Communities one of the
leading seniors care providers in Saskatchewan,
and Tammy Pshebylo, former Executive Committee/Vice President of Business Development
also at LutherCare.
Vivienne reminisced briefly about her first visit
to Manitou Beach in about 1980 and about the
family cabin kitty-corner to the tennis courts.
Meeting Michael and spending time with him revealed to her that he was a true visionary and
that is what drew her to the project. Her life at
LutherCare was spent carrying out the mission
and vision of that organization. She joined the
Oasis project because she sees a unique opportunity to carry on with her passion of working
with seniors and within health care. She explained that when Tammy worked for LutherCare part of her role was to expand LutherCare
business opportunities into rural Saskatchewan.
Tammy Pshebylo, the next speaker, spoke of her
journey from working for many years in the development, hospitality and tourism industries in
Palm Springs California to Saskatoon. Here she
was attracted to LutherCare and the Dynamic Vision Projects that were underway at LutherCare
Communities. She was impressed with
Vivienne’s dedication to quality, heritage and environment and her ability to ride the vision to
completion in a timely manner. She also spoke of

The Village at Stonebridge retirement community where new ground was broken by increasing
the breadth of seniors care to include senior’s
wants as well as needs. Tammy was asked to go
out to rural Saskatchewan to spread the vision of
improving the lives of seniors in the same way as
it was done in Saskatoon. The focus was to identify projects that included Supportive Living
units in conjunction with the Independent Living
complexes. For fourteen months Tammy explored rural Saskatchewan. She studied the
whole region around this area to understand the
dynamics and the needs. The vision of Oasis Village at Manitou Beach spoke to her immediately
because of what she had learned from the area.
People were asking for quality healthcare and an
exciting living environment.
Michael Byrne began his presentation by relaying some of the past events. The project had a
design with drawings and a business plan in progress for the initial location on MacLachlan Ave.
Last November he met Tammy and Vivienne and
began discussions about having a major operator
to manage the facility, which at that time was
LutherCare. Those discussions resulted in a letter of intent to foster drawings and operational
proformas. Then the Water Security agency began talking about adjusting the flood plain level
at Manitou Beach that would have a major effect
on that property. A substantial down payment
had been applied to the land and was scheduled
to close by the end of April. There was no way to
continue with that property due to the risk that a
government body could determine that our property might be in a flood plain. There was no way
to mitigate the risk and therefore would create
major problems raising capital or even getting insurance. The unknown was too great so the project on that location was stopped in its tracks.
The thought of quitting never entered his mind
and Michael started looking for another location.
This process quickly led him to the current loca-
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tion. Michael was taken with the view and began the process of acquiring the land. He brought
out the architect, the contractor, and Melron and
everyone agreed that it was a great location. He
then purchased the surrounding available land
from the Village. The next step was to bring in
TSL Mechanical from Lanigan to begin assessing the sewer and water needs and the best
ways to connect to the Village system. Despite
adding extra cost to the project it was determined
the best way was to come down the hill on the
property then over to John Street using gravity
and eliminating extra load on the pumping station at the east end of the Beach. Throughout this
process Michael determined that the condo units
would be built on top of the hill while maintaining the hillside as natural green space.
Michael then spoke of the needs of seniors who
often have to move out of their community to
find care to continue a similar lifestyle that they
had enjoyed in previous years. Also the idea of
continuing care was a big consideration. This
would allow couples to stay together longer with
a good quality of life.
The land transaction has closed, the Village supports the project, and a topographical survey has
been completed. Altus Group has completed a
feasibility study and it determined that at this
time there is room for 50 Independent Living
units and 15 Supportive Living units. The architects are now putting together a building design
to accommodate the proposed number of units.
There has been little change from last year on the
financing side. The model is still a limited partnership. The estimated cost is approximately 24
million dollars with about 10 million in equity
and the balance with institutional financing. An
offering instrument is being prepared that will allow investment from the private equity market.
Capital will be raised mainly in western Canada
by giving presentations to a wide-ranging client

November/December, 2020

group in a large number of towns and cities.
While a minimum investment number has not
been determined it will be in the $10,000 range.
Another component of the facility is a health retreat linked to medical tourism. It will be a different financing model and business plan. It will
offer residents a unique experience within Canada.
Michael affirmed his commitment to keep this
project going and is encouraged by the response
from potential business associates and potential
investors who he has encountered, who where
not aware of Manitou Beach or the Oasis Project.
He spoke favourably about the team that has
been assembled and those who started with the
project are still engaged. Michael explained that
the team has shared values with a vision to create
a unique living experience for seniors at Manitou
Beach while maintaining the integrity of the social, cultural and environmental aspects that currently draw people here.
The meeting ended with Michael inviting questions from the floor. Questions ranged from
evaluating engineers and Environmental specialists, working with appropriate government agencies, Insurance coverage to manage issues arising
from the project, soil sampling and ground stability. Michael replied with assurances that all
technical aspects of the project will be in the
hands of qualified professionals. All necessary
studies and surveys will be completed, as well as
any extra work deemed necessary to ensure a satisfactory completion to the project. If these processes were not completed in a professional manner it would be very hard to attract investment
capital. He also said that there are some questions that do not have answers yet and they will
be addressed as the answers become available.
....................... Eric U. Oasis Development Team
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A Trial Run
The back page of the newsletter will be
dedicated to our local businesses in the
January issue. There is a max of 40
words and a max size of 2” high and 3.5 “
long. A valid RVMB business licence is
required. Submission must be ready to
print. No prep work is provided.
Let’s see if this little support helps our
local businesses.
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